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LANGUAGE  AND EDUCATION 

Ladies and gentlemen! 
The interaction of  language and education as a subject has been discussed in detail 
by linguists, educationists, psychologists and physiologists. In the light of  these 
discussions, in 1953 almost half  a century back, UNESCO through a seminar held 
at Columbo the Srilankan Capital concluded that in the process of  learning and 
teaching that is education mother tongue is the best effective  medium and that 
foreign  language apart from  any utilitarian aspect neither retard nor help the 
learner's capacity for  education .The exploitation of  resources of  indigenous 
population by colonial powers are pardonable in the sense that resources if  totally 
not exhausted can be retrieved . But the cultural exploitation of  innocent people by 
their foreign  masters are the events that have caused the indigenous population to 
be regarded as strangers in their own homelands and environments even after 
gaining political independence . It is easily detectable through the pages of  history 
that the process of  cultural exploitation of  natives had always started with the 
replacement of  local languages by one of  the master's own mother tongues 
Pakistan is a good example of  this situation. Pakistan with its 120 million 
population consist of  four  provinces. Each of  these provinces has its own language 
while 'Urdu' as the lingua franca  is the national language. Although. 'Urdu' is the 
mother tongue of  the people who migrated from  different  parts of  India to Pakistan 
in 1947 ,yet it had become the lingua franca  of  South Asia long before  the division 
of  this subcontinent It is regrettable that non of  the languages spoken by people 
including the national language 'Urdu' have any place in the Government offices, 
commercial and financial  institutions as well as the higher educational system. 
There is only one reason for  this phenomena . The Britishiers after  completing 
their subjugation of  south Asia replaced the official  language Persian of  the then 
Mughals by English their own language . At the same time they introduced their 
own system of  education with learning of  English as the most important subject of 
curriculum . During their more than a century rule over this subcontinent the 
process of  modernization which meant the replacement of  whole native socio 
political institutions by English systems were persuaded as Government policy . 
Adoption of  English as official  language resulted in the people to accept learning of 
English as the only aim of  education . Knowledge of  English became the warranty 
for  recruitment in Government offices  and organizations. Within no time the whole 
system of  education turned into Government job oriented schooling . Regrettably 
schools offering  education in native languages began losing their credibility as seats 
of  learning. 
Ladies and gentleman! 
This whole process of  destabilization of  indigenous system of  schooling gave way 
to new practices in education which ultimately caused certain changes in the social 
behavior of  the natives , some positive some quite negative . On the negative side, 
while to day there is hardly any one in Pakistan whose mother tongue is English, it 
is not only the official  language but is the only medium of  instruction for  all levels 
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2 of  education after  class 10th . The deterioration in quality of  education which has 
become now a dilemma in Pakistan and the low literacy rate of  30 percent is due to 
this language obsticle partially if  not totally. 
Ladies and gentlemen! 
Now that we are entering the 21st century we shall be able to face  its challenges if 

the dream of  global peace , progress and parity comes true through 
universalisalion of  education . And that can materialize if  the barrier of  languages 
are removed from  the path of  education by recognizing and enabling the neglected 
languages of  the indigenous people to acquire the status of  instructional language. 

Thank you. 
Ghulam Ali Haidari 
Tanzeem Nasle Nau Hazara Mughal 
Quetta Pakistan. 

Attention 
Helga klein 
Chief  .a.i 
Support service branch 

Refrence.  G/so 214(20 -4) 
H :/wkPkg06/ih/letbene. wpd 
Dear Sir/Madam! 

Please this is the text of  the lecture to be delivered by 
me in the 16th session of  the meeting of  Working Group on indigenous 
population. Thank you for  your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely 
Ghulam Ali Haidari 


